Analytical affinity chromatography in studies of molecular recognition in biology: a review.
Measuring macromolecular and cellular interactions remains central to the study of recognition in biology and its application in biotechnology. Analytical affinity chromatography provides a versatile methodology to detect and quantitate such interactions. Both zonal and frontal elution approaches have been developed, essentially in parallel, for analytical affinity chromatography. A close quantitative relatedness of chromatographically obtained equilibrium constants and analogous constants determined fully in solution has been found for a growing number of proteins. This consistently observed correlation has formed the basis for extending theoretical treatments in order to evaluate not only monovalent molecular systems of varying types but also multivalently interacting macromolecules, including those which exhibit cooperativity. The potential to measure chemical rate constants by affinity chromatography also has been recognized, and experimental tests of the available theory are being made. As a micromethod, the quantitative use of affinity chromatography has important applicability for biochemical analysis of an increasing array of biologically active molecules being discovered and isolated but available in only relatively small amounts. Analytical affinity chromatography thus provides a means to use matrix--mobile interactant systems to study mechanisms of biomolecular interactions and therein to attain an understanding of such interactions which often is not easily achieved by solution methods alone.